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Editorial 

       It gives me immense pleasure in presenting the  

       magazine of KC Law College. As adversity is the 

       mother of invention, this magazine is our effort to 

       ensure that academic discourse remains 

incessant. The outbreak of COVID-19 is a test for governments and communities to reassert the global 

position that respect for law across the spectrum, including economic, social, political and civil rights will play 

an underlying role in rebuilding the world community. This magazine is our effort to evoke scholarly hope 

through policy deliberations and provoke scholarship amid this crisis.

The selection of articles for this magazine has been made keeping in mind the goal to holistically understand 

many of these relatively unexplored areas through an interdisciplinary approach. I hope this magazine offers 

a forum for multi-stakeholdership and to deliberate on the role of political, economic, and legal 

considerations and implementation of effective governance strategies for strengthening the regime of law in 

India.

We are proud to offer articles on a wide variety of topics, providing innovative and authoritative appraisals of 

current and emerging concepts, policies and practice. The articles submitted in this magazine have the 

potential to redefine the approach of law in India. We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we have 

enjoyed making it.

I express my deep gratitude to all reviewers for sparing their valuable time and going through the draft 

papers. I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to all the contributors who have sent articles in this 

magazine. I am grateful for your hard work, enthusiasm and patience. I hope this marks the beginning of KC 

Law College’s social endeavour to offer an academic response and collaborative policy solutions for a better 

future.

          Dr.  Bindu Variath

                    Editor



From the 
Principal's Desk

It gives me immense pleasure to pen few words for the College magazine. This year the College achieved a great 

milestone of 65 years and has celebrated the sapphire jubilee. During this period, the College has produced a rich 

alumnus of judges and advocates. It has also achieved many milestones and has been consistently receiving 

laurels. 

This year the College has achieved greater heights by featuring itself through ranking in various leading 

Magazines. The College is one and only Law College in Mumbai to be chosen and ranked 5th amongst Top 

Leading Law Schools of Super Excellence in India by Competition Success Review Magazine of June 2020 edition. 

The College is also chosen and ranked 32 nd amongst all the Law Colleges and Law Universities in India, by India 
ndToday Magazine in July 2020 edition. The College has received 2  rank in Colleges with Best Male-Female Student 

rdratio and 3  rank in the Government Law Colleges with Lowest Course Fees –India Today of July 2020 edition.

“K C LAW NAMA” the College Magazine ignites the imagination of our learners. This magazine gives an insight 

into the various socio-legal contemporary topics which the writers have contributed by expressing their opinions. 

The magazine is a platform that exhibits the literary skills and innovative ideas of teachers and students.

As long as our ideas are expressed and thoughts kindled we can be sure of learning, as everything begins with an 

idea. I appreciate every student who shared the joy of participation in co-curricular and extracurricular activities 

along with their commitment to curriculum. That little extra we do, is the icing on the cake. ‘Do more than belong – 

participate. Do more than care – help. Do more than believe – practice. 

Further, this year we all have faced a situation of COVID – 19. However, we have converted these challenges into 

opportunities and we could successfully explore, through the medium of technology, online teaching learning 

process. During this period the College continuously conducted online co-curricular and extra-curricular 

activities for learning of students.

I thank the teaching and non- teaching staff of the College for their continuous dedication and hard work. Our 

institute stands by its core values, mission of churning out well-rounded individuals and thorough professionals.

I am thankful for the continuous guidance and support of the illustrious HSNC Board which manages and takes 

care of this institution. 

At last I would like to thank all my editorial team members for bringing out the ‘KC LAW NAMA’

Dr. Kavita Lalchandani
Principal

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled.”

           - Plutarch
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On this glorious occasion of Sapphire Jubilee of Kishinchand Chellaram Law College, I extend my heartiest greetings to 

the Principal, the staff and the students. Sapphire Jubilee  of an organization is a momentous and proud occasion indeed, 

especially for those who are associated with the College.

K. C. Law College is the first Law College established by the Board in the year 1955. The College has been growing year 

by year and has produced many illustrious personalities. The Board is proud to observe that it is rightfully recognized as 

one of the best Law Colleges imparting ethical and holistic Legal Education. The day is not far when it will become one of 

the leading colleges in the legal arena.

K. C. Law College has already proven itself a leader both in the offine and the online environment. The College was the 

only Law College in Mumbai to be ranked 5th amongst ‘Top Leading Law Schools of Super Excellence in India’ by 

Competition Success Review magazine (June 2020 edition). During this time of COVID -19  pandemic technology is 

considered the most powerful tool of communication and even education has used this tool for conducting online lectures 

and webinars, seminars, conferences, etc.

Without continual growth  and progress, words such as improvement, achievement and success have no meaning. Legal 

education empowers a tool of qualitative change and it provides adequate knowledge of their rights and helps the citizen to 

be responsible towards the Nation.

My warm wishes to the entire fraternity of K.C. Law I am confident that with the benign leadership of the Principal Dr. 

Kavita Lalchandani and the excellent faculty, the institute will move forward in its mission and vision, maintaining its 

glory.

My best wishes for its next milestone of the Platinum Jubilee.

Kishu H Mansukhani
Trustee & President 

H.S.N.C. Board 

MESSAGE
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MESSAGE

Anil Harish
Trustee & Immediate Past President 

H.S.N.C. Board 
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The Role of legal education is to strengthen and uphold the constitutional values and vision. Much of the strength of Indian 

democracy today lies in its vibrant legal system which responds to the needs of our society.

Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key elements of successful education, and a College magazine 

is the perfect amalgamation of both. It is a matter of great pleasure that the College is bringing out ‘KC LAW NAMA’ - its 

Annual Magazine. I am sure that through this Platform, the students have nurtured their creativity by expressing 

themselves through articles, artwork, poems and a record of their activities.

“We are here to build characters, inspire dreams, encourage creativity, instill lifelong learning and change lives 

forever ! We are here to make a difference’.

My best wishes to the Principal, the Staff and the Students for the upcoming year. I am confident that under the leadership 

of Principal Dr. Kavita Lalchandani, K. C. Law College will continue to achieve greater heights !    



 It gives me immense pleasure to celebrate Sapphire Jubilee Year of Kishinchand Chellaram Law College, the milestone of 

the first Law College established by HSNC Board. Sapphire Jubilee is a landmark achievement in the life of any institute. I 

am glad that K. C. Law College, over a period of 65 years, has produced some great minds in the field of legal education. I 

am confident that this illustrated legacy will continue to grow in years to come. 

During the recent COVID-19 pandemic the College, after a very short pause, brought all its services and functions online. 

This is indeed a great achievement for any institution. Another feather in the cap was its selection as the only Law College 

in Mumbai to be ranked 5th amongst 'Top Leading Law Schools of Super Excellence in India' by Competition Success 

Review magazine (June 2020 edition). 

India is all set to become an economic superpower. We are going global in our thinking and aspire to grow manifold and to 

achieve it, our nation requires a strong legal backbone to support this growth, be it in the line of corporate law, criminal 

law, arbitration, contract law, bankruptcy law etc. I, therefore, see tremendous opportunity for a student of law in our 

country today. 

My Best wishes to the Principal Dr. Kavita Lalchandani, teachers and students of the College on this memorable occasion. 

It is time to celebrate the past and I am confident that underable guidance of the Principal of College, the College will 

prepare for the bright future ahead. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Niranjan Hiranandani
Trustee & Past President HSNC Board

Provost, HSNC University

MESSAGE
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I am very pleased to write this message for "KC Law Nama, AY 2019-2020", the annual magazine of Kishinchand 
Chellaram Law College. 

I congratulate Kishinchand Chellaram Law college for its success in the recent pan India rankings. Kishinchand 
Chellaram Law college was the only law college from Mumbai, that featured in the year 2020 annual rankings of India 
Today as well as Global Human Resource Development Centre - Competition Success Review Magazine. 

Kishinchand Chellaram Law college has featured in such annual rankings mainly because of the leadership provided by 
Dr. Kavita Lalchandani, Principal of the college, supported by her team of teaching and non- teaching staff and of course 
the bright students. 

The survey has brought out specifically, the "High Intake quality and Governance", and "Career Progression & 
Placements" of Kishinchand Chellaram Law college - the important aspects of a good law college. 

Career progression is an important aspect addressed by Kishinchand Chellaram Law college as witnessed in its annual 
degree distribution ceremony during January 2020, when we learnt that majority of the students had secured placements. 

For continuous career progression; understanding business of the customer is very important. In this context we can 
reflect on how Late Seth Kishinchand Chellaram, referred as "a mastermind," solved complex legal issues, as he 
possessed great clarity of mind with matters of law and that he remained "fair and unbiased." So, in a complex and 
interconnected world of business; it is important for the students to have a clear, fair and unbiased mind for progressing in 
their career throughout. 

Other important aspect that was addressed by Kishinchand Chellaram Law college was spreading of legal literacy not 
only to law students but also to common citizens. Kishinchand Chellaram Law college has always been in the forefront of 
spreading legal literacy. 

I am sure the college will address the new challenges faced by all on account of the pandemic; and will ensure that students 
keep doing well in the "new normal." 

With this I wish the Principal of the college, her team of teaching and non-teaching staff and students' greater success. 

 With Warm Regards, 

Mr. Lal Chellaram
Trustee, H.S.N.C. Board 
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Legal education is emerging as one of the most demanding courses today as there is a great need of keeping pace with 

emerging requirements of justice and fast changing trends in governance and, indeed, in all walks of life.

According to the New Education Policy, preparation of law professionals must provide a holistic education which 

involves critical and interdisciplinary thinking, discussion, debate, research and innovation by offering a 

multidisciplinary education.

The legal profession is dynamic, and KC Law College has always taken pride in providing a legal education tailored to 

meet the needs of the current environment, while maintaining its strong core commitments. As legal practice becomes 

globalised, it is essential for lawyers to be able to reach across boundaries.

As a premier Institution of excellence, Kishinchand Chellaram Law College, under the dynamic leadership of its 

Principal, Dr Kavita Lalchandani is committed to prepare students for demanding corporate and legal roles.  By providing 

a legal education which is competitive globally and adopting best practices in terms of curriculum, pedagogy and 

embracing new technologies for addressing emerging contemporary issues, I am sure her faculty members and staff will 

achieve greater laurels in the years ahead. 

I wish Dr Lalchandani and her able team all the best in their future endeavours. 

Ms. Maya Shahani
Trustee, H.S.N.C. Board 



MESSAGE
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Prin. Dinesh Panjwani
Secretary, H.S.N.C. Board 

Vice Chancellor, H.S.N.C. University

“Life demands from you all the strength you possess.” These words of Dag Hammarskjold, the diplomat-writer and  the 

second Secretary General of the United Nations, have acquired a new resonance in this challenging year, 2020, as the 

whole world grapples with an unprecedented situation in which the COVID 19 pandemic has spared no nation, no 

peoples.

Educationists have had to shoulder the great responsibility of ensuring that learning outcomes are maintained and that the 

mental health of young students and the staff is taken care of at a time when it is easy to slide into hopelessness. All the 

institutions of the HSNCB have played a vital and active role in co-ordinating students and the faculty so that they have 

emerged as support systems for one another and for the community. This is truly the strength that ‘comes from an 

indomitable will’ as Gandhiji would say.

K C Law College, with its 65-year old heritage and its rich legal resources, especially in the form of its alumni of advocates 

and judges, has risen to the occasion to provide succour wherever it was needed the most. Alongside, academic concerns 

have also been addressed in a timely manner with online classes starting almost immediately after the lockdowns since 

March 2020. It is a matter of credit that in the new academic year, the admission process and the online examinations have 

been conducted successfully by the College, thus providing the students with adequate recourses and  the opportunity to 

continue unhampered with their formal education.

Being a premier Law Institution of Mumbai, K.C. Law College has retained the distinction of being among the ‘Top 

Leading Law Schools of Super Excellence in India’ in the Competition Success Review Magazine rankings (2020), 

featuring among the top 5 such institutions, a feat which it has achieved for the last three years consecutively.

My congratulations to Principal Dr Kavita Lalchandani and her team for keeping the standards of legal education high and 

setting new benchmarks for future growth. I also congratulate you all on the publication of the college Magazine KC Law 

_NAMA, in the face of the many constraints of the pandemic and the lockdowns.

My best wishes to the staff and the students of the College in their march towards scaling greater  heights and creating new 

milestones in the legal education of the city and the nation. 
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st21  June, 2019 - Since its inception in the year 2015, June 21st is celebrated as The International Day of Yoga all over the 

world. This idea was proposed by our Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi. He said, “Yoga is an invaluable gift of India’s ancient 

tradition. It embodies unity of mind and body; thought and action; restraint and fulfilment; harmony between man and 

nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. Teaching and non-teaching staff of the College celebrated International 

Yoga Day in College with great enthusiasm. Students of the College also participated in the Yoga program conducted by the 

University of Mumbai in association with Kaivalyadham.

st1  July, 2019 - College organised a visit to the Maharashtra State Legislature. The objective of this visit was to become 

familiar with working of the Assembly of Democratic State. A vision of “Let our students see our democracy in action; Let our 

students become aware of the way our democratic institutions work and see the working of our Vidhansabha” was behind this 

visit.

th12  July, 2019 - College celebrated Foundation Day and paid tribute to the founders of the College and HSNC Board. 

Principal Dr Kavita Lalchandani traced the journey of the college right from its nascent days. She gave vital points for an 

institute to succeed- well-defined system, principle of meritocracy and transformation and visionary leadership. She 

congratulated all the students and the college for outstanding accomplishments. 

rd23  July, 2019 - College in association with Sadhu Vaswani Mission organised workshop on “Magic of Forgiveness”. A very 

enthusiastic and energetic team of Sadhu Vaswani Mission comprising of Mrs. Neelam Deissiza, Ms. Asha Kripalani and Mr. 

Hitesh Mulchandani organised the program. More than 100 students from K.C. College, K.C. Law College, H.R. College and Jai 

Hind College participated in the workshop. Around 25 participants from K.C. Law College participated.

st31  July, 2019 - The staff and students of K. C. Law College extended a heartfelt farewell to Mr. Shridhar Nar who retired 
stfrom his service as Peon on 31  July 2019. Principal Dr Kavita Lalchandani felicitated him in order to honour his dedicated 

service of 33 years and extended warm wishes on his retirement. Teaching and non-teaching staff presented him with a 

memorable gift as a token of their love and respect. 

th9  August, 2019 - There was meeting in K.C. Law College in which other Colleges of HSNC Board were also present and 

there was discussion on National Education Policy 2019. Elaborate Discussion was conducted and each college was asked to 

give suggestions relating to the Education Policy.

th15  August, 2019 - Independence Day was celebrated by the College. The National Flag Hoisting Ceremony was performed 

followed by speeches and songs on freedom movement and National integrity.

th20  August, 2019 - The College organised a Lecture on Importance of Legal Aid. Shri Yatin Game, Secretary, District Legal 

Services Authority Mumbai was the guest speaker. He emphasised on the importance of legal aid and its provisions.

th26  August, 2019 - College organized Turn Coat Competition. Each participant was given on the spot topic by draw of lots 

and 15 minutes were given in the very beginning for preparation. Talented and budding orators spoke in favour and against 

their topics. Every debater was cheered and clapped up for their sharp arguments.  The Judges for the said competition were 

Adv. Kevin Tauro & Adv. Rooprekha Chabbria. 
st The winners were :  1  place -  Kunal Motwani
nd     2  place - Jayant Panda

th29  August, 2019 - The paralegal volunteers went on a door to door campaign in the area of Koliwada, Cuffe Parade where 

the students collected a survey from the common man regarding the socio- legal problems faced by them.
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st31  August, 2019 - KC Law College in collaboration with Mumbai First organized a speaker series on “Legal Awareness on 

Will Writing” with speakers Mr. Kedar Bhatt : Does and Don’ts in Wealth Management, Advocate Siddharth Shah : Drafting a 

Will, Types of Wills, Custodianship and Wills, Role of Witnesses in Will Registration. Advocate Anil Harish : Probate in Wills, 

Executing a Will, Legal Disputes in the Absence of Wills, Legal Aid Authorities on Wills in Mumbai City.

th11  September, 2019 - College Jal Shakti Team organized Awareness Campaign on Natural Water Conservation, with 

special emphasis on Rainwater Harvesting and Watershed Management.  Jal Shakti Team members took the vow and have 

accepted the challenge to make the people, especially the student community, understand the importance of water 

conservation. For this purpose, the Jal Shakti Team members surveyed the college campus Rainwater Harvesting place and 

also spread awareness in the adjacent areas. They gave presentation of   the different methods of water conservation.

th14  September, 2019 - The paralegal volunteers helped the National Lok–Adalats across various courts in the city of 

Mumbai. They actively volunteered in the guidance of litigants and also helped the Advocates and court staff in the process of 

the Lok Adalat.

th17  September, 2019 - Students of the College organized celebration of Teachers Day to express their gratitude towards the 

teachers. The programme consisted of short speeches, poems and shlokas. The celebration ended with cake cutting ceremony 

in the presence of the students, teaching and non-teaching Staff.

th19  September, 2019 - Bollywood Moot Court Competition was organized by the College. The participants acted in a filmy 

manner in the Courtroom creating a drama as it is seen in Bollywood movies. Participants created fun and entertainment in 

Courtroom through the skit. The Judges for the said competition were Ms. Sandhya Balakrishnan & Ms. Sarita Samel. 

The Winners were: st 1  place: Jayant Panda (SY.LL.B) 
nd      2  place: Amaanullah (SY.LL.B)

th20  September, 2019 -  Poster Competition was organized by the College. The theme for the competition was Environment 

and Blood Donation. Students participated with immense zeal and enthusiasm and made very beautiful posters which gave the 

message of saving our mother Earth and provide a greener Environment to our future generations. The Judge for the said 

competition was Ms. Megna Devkar. 

The winners were: st   1  place: Pooja Chhabria (SY.LL.B) 
nd      2 : Neelam Javeri (TY.LL.B)

st21  September, 2019 - Shero Shayari Competition was organized by the College. The students recited verses on various 

aspects of life. The Judge for the said competition was Dr Aashish Borse. 
stThe  1  place : Vikas Vardhan (SY.LL.B)         Winners were: 
nd       2 place: Amaanullah Khan (SY.LL.B)

th26  September, 2019 – Legal Awareness Seminar on Laws Relating to Anti Ragging, Admission Rules and Cyber Crimes 

organised by Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority, District Legal Services, Mumbai/Mumbai Suburban and K. C. Law 

College, Mumbai. Hon’ble Shri Justice S .C. Dharmadhikari, Judge, Bombay High Court  & Executive Chairman, Maharashtra 

State Legal Services Authority was the Chief Guest for the inaugural session. The Inaugural function was also graced by the 

presence of Shri S. R. Salunkhe, Secretary, High Court Legal Aid Committee and OSD, Maharashtra State Legal Services 

Authority and Adv. Anil Harish, Former President and Trustee, Hyderabad (Sind) National Collegiate Board. More than 600 

participants representing approximately 30 colleges including 14 Colleges under HSNC Board participated in the Seminar. 

It was an immense pride for the College to receive a grant from the State of Maharashtra for conducting various Legal aid and 

legal awareness activities.

th5  October, 2019 - The College hosted and organized 'Lex Concilio – A Model Parliament Competition' sponsored by ‘D. M. 

Harish & Co.’ In the said function Shri Shrikant Shinde, Member of Parliament was the Chief Guest. The event was judged by Mr. 

Prahlad Paranjape, Advocate, Bombay High Court and Ms. Pooja Sakpal, Animal Activist and Social Worker. Around 160 

participants from various Colleges of India participated at the event.
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Winner for the event was - Oriental College of Law

Best Speakers were from -1) Oriental Law College

       2) D. Y. Patil Law College 

       3) MKES Law College

       4) D. Y. Patil Law College 

       5) VES Law College

th12  October, 2019 - College celebrated Sindhi Cultural Day which is also known as 'Aekta jo ddihaarro' to demonstrate the 

peaceful identity of Sindhi culture and its rich heritage. Students recited poems, performed dance, gave speeches and 

presentation of food, festivals & culture of the Sindhis.

th17  October, 2019 - DLLE First Term Training Program was conducted in the College to give an insight to the students of the 

various projects and Extension Activities of DLLE. The Meeting was attended by Field Coordinator Mr. Amar Salve, Ms. Sarita 

Samel, Extension Work Teacher and DLLE students of the College. Mr. Amar Salve also clarified various doubts of the students.

th19  October 2019 - Special Lecture on “Legal Awareness on Right to Vote” by Dr Anant Kalse, Former Principal Secretary, 

Legislative Assembly Maharashtra was arranged by the College. The students were greatly motivated to exercise their right to 
stvote at the upcoming elections on 21  October 2019.

nd 22 October, 2019 - College organized A.D. Shroff Elocution Competition. The Judges for the competition were  Dr Archana 

S. Padgaonkar, HOD Dept. of Business Law, K. J. Somaiya College of Science and Commerce Vidyavihar, Mumbai & Mrs. 

Kalpana Bhuse, Professor of Management, SNDT Women’s University Law School. The Winners were:       
st            1  place :  Ms.Akshita Kohli (SYLLB)
nd                    2 :place: Ms.Natasha Daswani (SYLLB)
rd                    3  place: Mr.Dolovan Nazareth (TYLLB)
th                    4  place: Ms. Sakshi Malpekar
th                    5  place: Mr. Hrishikesh Patil

rd23  October, 2019 - College in collaboration with Mumbai First organized a Special lecture on “Personality Development, 

Leadership & Interview skills” by Dr Neville Mehta, CEO, Mumbai First. Students actively participated with great enthusiasm 

and took full benefit of the program.

th14  November, 2019 - College welcomed the freshers by organizing Fresher’s Day for the newly admitted students. The day 

was filled with excitement, joy, music, enthusiasm, laughter, happiness, DJ and refreshment. Mr. Aditya Singh and Ms. Harshita 

Sewani were selected as Mr and Miss Fresher.

th rd9  – 23  November, 2019 - The College in collaboration with Mumbai District Legal Services Authority organised various 

programs for Celebrating Legal Services Days. Various programs were organized in these days.
th Ø 9  November, 2019 - An inaugural programme on the occasion of National Legal Services Day was organised wherein 

  the students were explained the importance of Legal aid.

th Ø 16  November, 2019 – The paralegal volunteers went on a door to door campaign in the area of Agripada where they 

  collected a survey from the common man regarding the socio- legal problems. 112 surveys were collected by the 

  students in this door to door campaign.

 
th Ø 18  November, 2019 – The paralegal volunteers performed a street play on Sexual harassment of Women at Gateway 

  of India to create awareness on law relating to sexual harassment and domestic violence.

th Ø 20  November, 2019 - The paralegal volunteers performed a street play regarding Senior Citizens Laws at Nariman 

  Point, Opp. Mantralaya, Mumbai to create awareness regarding rights of senior citizens.
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nd Ø 22  November, 2019 - The students of para legal performed a street play on Child rights at Churchgate station to 

  create awareness on Law Relating to Protection of Children.

th th26  – 30  November, 2019 – National Council for Promotion of Sindhi Language (NCPSL) Ministry of Human Resource 

Development (MHRD), Government of India in collaboration with Legal Aid Clinic of Kishinchand Chellaram Law College and in 

association with Kishinchand Chellaram College, Hassaram Rijhumal College, Bombay Teachers' Training College And Principal 

K. M. Kundnani College Of Pharmacy [Managed by Hyderabad (Sind) National Collegiate Board] celebrated the Constitution 

Week from 26th – 30th November, 2019. The Chief Guest for the Inaugural session was Shri Ramchandra Apte,  Senior 

Advocate, Bombay High Court and it was presided by Mr. Kishu Mansukhani,  President, H.S.N.C. Board. On this occasion 

various competitions were hosted by the constituent Colleges. 
th Ø 27  November, 2019 – Poster Making Competition by Bombay Teachers’ Training College.
th Ø 28  November, 2019 – Essay Writing Competition by K.C. College.
th Ø 29  November, 2019 – Elocution Competition by H.R.College.

thThe Valedictory session was on 30  November, 2019. The function was graced by  Shri Dinesh Gobindram Tahiliani, Member, 

National Council for Promotion of Sindhi Language,  Mr. Rizwan Merchant, Advocate, Bombay High Court, Shri Yatin Game, 

Secretary, Mumbai District Legal Services Authority and Shri V. I. Bhandari, Secretary, Mumbai Suburban Legal Services 

Authority.

th7  December, 2019 - K C Law College organized Fresher’s Moot Court Competition. Adv. Devika Purav was the Judge for the 

said Competition. The following students of First Year LL.B. were adjudged as Best Mooters:

 1. Ipshita Singh

 2. Aditi Thombre

 3. Hamza Lakdawala

th10  December, 2019 - The students and faculty of the College attended a program on the occasion of International Human 

Rights Day which was organized by Maharashtra State Human Rights Commission.

th13  December, 2019 - A half day workshop was organised to celebrate International Human Rights Day. Three eminent 

speakers from the legal fraternity were invited for the said workshop. The workshop had three sessions as mentioned below:

Session I on Human Rights of Women by Dr Shrinaag Panchbhai, Assistant Professor, Government Law College, Mumbai.

Session II on Human Rights of Children by Mr. Rajesh Wankhade, I/C H.O.D., S.N.D.T. Women’s University, Law School, 

Mumbai.

Session III on Human Rights in Changing Perspective by Dr Ashok Yende, Former H.O.D, Department of Law, University of  

Mumbai.

th19  December, 2019 - K C Law College organized an Interactive Session of the students on opportunities in legal profession 

with noted International Jurist and Senior Lawyer of Supreme Court, Dr Adish C. Aggarwala, President of International Council 

of Jurists.

th13  January, 2020 - A novel initiative christened as “Chai Pe Charcha” (Episode - 1) was conceptualised and has been 

implemented by the students of KC Law College. The purpose of this platform is to discuss the contemporary socio-legal issues 

in the country and sharing the information to create awareness in the community as well as the academic environment. The 

Chief Patron of the event was Dr Kavita Lalchandani, Principal, KC Law College. The event was mentored and moderated by Ms. 

Megna Devkar, Faculty of Law, KC Law College.

thThe first event was organised on 13  January 2020 in which Dr Ashok Yende, Former H.O.D., Department of Law, University of 

Mumbai, actively participated and discussed about the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges of existing 

Criminal Justice System and also highlighted the need of ‘Reforms in the Criminal Justice System in India’. Considering the 

change in social dynamics, a needwas felt for overhauling the criminal justice system in our country through various reforms.
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th14  January, 2020 - Degree Distribution Ceremony was organized by K. C. Law College in which Mr. Kishu Mansukhani, 

President, HSNC Board was the Chuef Guest. More than 100 students were honoured with Degrees. Students made their 

parents (who also attended the function) feel very proud of their achievement.

th15  January, 2020 - Self Defence Workshop for girl students was organized by the College jointly with Department of Law, 

University of Mumbai. The workshop was graced with the presence of Dr Rajeshri Varhadi, H.O.D. Department of Law, Mumbai 

University.The trainer Mr. Shivaji  Pawar demonstrated various self defence techniques and gave training to the girl students 

for their better protection. 

th16  January, 2020 - Digital Literacy Workshop for Women was organized by K. C. Law College in collaboration with 

Maharashtra State Commission for Women. The workshop was attended by more than 200 women in which the rural and urban 

women actively participated. Training was conducted by Ms. Rupali Kapase assigned by the Commission.

th18  January, 2020 - Police Station Visit was organized by College at Marine Drive Police Station.

th20  January, 2020 - Rally on Save Water was organized by the DLLE Students of the College. The Rally started from K C Law 

College went towards Marine Lines then towards Churchgate Station and then back to College. Students enthusiastically 

displayed posters and gave out slogans on the theme, thus creating awareness in the public on the need for saving water.

th29  January, 2020 - Students of DLLE performed a street play on Women Rights at Prabhu Seminary High School, Girgaon to 

create awareness on Laws relating to Rights of Women. The faculty and students of the school appreciated and applauded the 

performance of the DLLE students for the information given through the streetplay. 

th th10  – 12  February, 2020 - K.C. Law College Mumbai under the direction of State Election Commission, Maharashtra 
thconducted Street Play on Importance of Right to Vote. Students of DLLE participated in the play on 10  February 2020 in the 

thCollege campus and on 11  February 2020, they performed the Street play in K. C. College campus. Apart from that, students 
thfrom DLLE and Legal Aid Committee conducted a talk show “Chai pe Charcha” (Episode - 2) on 12  February 2020. It  

focused on the theme “Right to Vote”. Being a part of the largest democracy of the world, a need to discuss about the Right to 

vote and good governance and create awareness among the existing and prospective electors and voters was discerned. 

Various issues, challenges and opportunities for enhancing active participation of the people in the process of establishing and 

ensuring a stronger democracy were highlighted. The programme concluded with an oath that Right to Vote is a national  duty. 

th17  February 2020 - A one-day educational visit was organized by the College to the Maharashtra State Judicial Academy 

and the Indian Mediation Centre and Training Institute, at Uttan, near Bhayender. Faculty members Dr Aashish Borse, 

Ms. Sandhya Balakrishnan and Ms. Megna Devkar and students from the College visited the MJA. The Joint Director, Shri. 

Sudhakar Yerlagadda and Assistant Directors, Mrs and Mr. Jamadar as well as Additional Director Shri Thorat welcomed the 

faculty and students and guided them. The faculty and students attended interactive sessions with the aforementioned and 

some other office bearers across the day on various topics such as the functioning of the institution, Mediation, Civil Procedure 

and various other legal topics. Students asked several questions to the authorities. The entire visit was a stupendous success 

as students and faculty members could gather immense academic and practical knowledge from the visit. The faculty 

members and students wholeheartedly thanked Yerlagadda Sir and other authorities for their hospitality and guidance.

th24  February, 2020 - College celebrated Matribhasa Diwas in the college campus. The programme was graced by Mr. 

Dhananjay Kumar, Professinal Film Writer, Activist, Blogger & Former Journalist and Ms. Aishwarya  Rajesh, Actor, Model & 

Katahak Visharad and also Dr Kavita Lalchandani, the Principal of . Speaking on the Kishinchand Chellaram Law  College

occasion, Mr. Dhananjay Kumar and Ms.  Aishwarya Rajesh emphasized on maintaining the cultural heritage of India by giving 

respect to the mother tongue. Principal Madam reiterated the rich linguistic diversity of the country and called upon the 

audience to feel proud of our own mother tongue to maintain the tradition.
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th25  February, 2020 – Essay writing Competition was organised by the College. The purpose of the competition was to 

encourage the students to enhance their thinking and writing skills.  Ms. Sandhya Balakrishnan was the judge for the 

Competition. Essays were judged on the basis of the student’s vocabulary, presentation and creativity. The Winners were :
st 1  Position : Shakti Pherwani
nd 2  Position : Sumedha Kokate
rd 3  Position : Umamageswari Maruthappan

th26  February, 2020 – Satyanarayan Puja is a religious worship of the Hindu god Vishnu. Satyanarayan means “the highest 

being who is an embodiment of Truth”. The College performed Sri Satyanarayan puja for the divine blessings of health, wealth, 

prosperity, opulence, education  for the students and for the staff members. The occasion was graced with the presence of Mr. 

Kishu Mansukhani, President, HSNC Board. Shri. Shankar Patankar and his wife performed the religious ceremonies of the 

pooja. 

th26  February, 2020 - Open-mindedness is the willingness to search actively for evidence against one’s favoured beliefs, 

plans, or goals, and to weigh such evidence fairly when it is available. Being open-minded does not imply that one is indecisive, 

wishy-washy, or incapable of thinking for one’s self.  K.C. Law College on this note conducted an Open Mind Competition for the 

students to open their mind freely through song, dance, and mono -acting. Dr Aashish Borse Judged the Competition. The 

winners were:

 1st Position : Anushka More

 2nd Position : Ishita Kamath

 3rd Position : Aayush Virani

th th27  February, 2020 - 27  February marks the birth anniversary of the highly acclaimed Marathi poet Kusumagraj. This day is 

celebrated across the State with great enthusiasm as the Marathi Rajbhasha Divas. Our College celebrated this auspicious day 

with great zeal. The occasion for celebration of the rich Marathi culture and heritage was the best one for the celebration of 

Traditional Day also.

th28  February, 2020 - Elocution refers to one’s capacity of communicating with others, with the use of exact speech and 

gestures. It provides an opportunity to speak formally with the proper knowledge and use of pronunciation, grammar, style and 

tone, enhance oratory skills. Keeping this in mind, K.C. Law College organised Elocution Competition which was judged by Dr 

Kiran Sharma and Ms. Sarita Samel. Participants were judged on the basis of clarity of speech, memory, pronunciation, 

expression and body language. The objective of this activity was to make the students more expressive, confident and 

spontaneous in their way of speaking. The winners were:
st 1  Position : Jayant Panda
nd 2  Position : Sumedha Kokate
rd 3  Position : Umamageswari Maruthappan

th28  February, 2020 - Jail Visit was arranged by the College in which 100 students along with faculty members visited Arthur 

Road Jail and Mumbai Central Jail. The students who volunteered for the visit were divided into two groups of 50 each. Dr Bindu 

Variath, Vice Principal, KC Law College lead the first group of 50 students and visited the Byculla District Jail. The second group 

of 50 students visited the Arthur Road Jail under guidance and mentorship of Dr Kiran Sharma, Faculty of Law, KC Law College. 

The students were able to learn about the environment of Jail and life of an undertrial within the walls of a jail. The issues and 

challenges faced by the prisoners including overcrowding, limited recreational and medical aid facilities were palpable during 

the visit. Similarly, the constraints of the prison authorities were also felt by the students during the visit. Despite 

overcrowding, the level of general cleanliness, availability of kitchen and allied facilities, security measures at entry point were 

much appreciable.

th29  February, 2020 -  College organised a full day seminar on ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution). Hon’ble Shri (Justice) R. 

D. Dhanuka, Judge, Bombay High Court was the Chief Guest for the occasion. Sir delivered a very thoughtful and informative 

lecture on ADR and focussed upon Mediation. This was followed by sessions by Mr. Bhandari, Member of Mumbai District legal 
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Services Authority as well as by Adv. Shetty who spoke extensively on  the practical aspects of the topic. The speaker in the 

afternoon session was Adv. Ajay Mehta who is not only very senior Advocate-on-Record  at the Supreme Court of India but also 

a renowned expert in Alternative Dispute Resolution and especially in Mediation. The seminar was attended by law students 

not only from the host college but also from several other Law colleges in Mumbai.

th th5  & 6  March 2020 - College organized its Annual Sports Event in which students across First, Second and Third LL.B. 

participated in large numbers in all the indoor sports events. The first day was dedicated for Table Tennis and the second day 

was earmarked for Carrom & Chess. The following were the winners
stTable Tennis –  Boys  : 1  Nishant Khanolkar (S.Y. LL.B.)
nd                                  2  Chetan Sharma (T.Y. LL.B.) 

st         Girls :  1  Netra Pawar (T.Y. LL.B.)
nd                                  2  Henna Kapadia (F.Y. LL.B.)

stCarrom –   Boys : 1  Bhagat Lokesh (T.Y.LL.B.)
nd         2  Azeem Mehdi (F.Y.LL.B.)

st              Girls :  1  Lisa Figuerido (T.Y.LL.B.)
nd                    2  Niyomi Sheth (S.Y.LL.B.)
st

Chess –    1  place Anand Prabhu (F.Y.LL.B.)
nd          2  place Kaushik Raichura (S.Y.LL.B.)

th9  March, 2020 - National Conference on Human Rights of Women: Contemporary Issues and Challenges was conducted by 

College. Chief Guest for the Inaugural function was Shri M.A. Sayeed, Acting Chairperson Maharashtra State Human Rights 

Commission. Professor Mrs Roopa B. Shah, former Vice Chancellor, SNDT Women’s University was the Guest of Honour and Mr. 

Kishu Mansukhani, President of HSNC Board presided over the function. Dr Arvind Tiwari, Professor and Dean, School of Law, 

Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Deonar, Mumbai was the Chief Guest for the Valedictory function.

Chairpersons of the technical sessions were:

Mrs Chitra Trehan, Associate Prof. & Head, Dept. of Economics, K. J. Somaiya College of Science and Commerce for Technical 

Session I;

Mr. T. M. Jethani, I/C Principal, K. G. Shah Law School, SNDT Women’s University, Matunga and Dr Vinita Pimpale, Associate 

Professor, R. A. Podar College of Commerce and Economics Matunga for Technical Session II;

Mrs Deepali Patil, Asst. Prof. Dept. of Law, University of Mumbai for Technical Session 3;

Mrs Alka Patil, Asst. Prof., Dept. of Law, University of Mumbai for Technical Session 4.

Forty one Teaching faculty and twenty two students presented their research papers. Ms. Natasha Daswani was awarded best 

paper presenter award in student category.

Report of Webinars / Seminars / Conferences during Lockdown

th8  April, 2020 : College organised a Guest Lecture by Prof. Dr M. K. Bhandari, Director ILTES, Hyderabad on the topic 

of “Opportunities in Online Learning during this Crisis Situations”. This lecture motivated the students to get started and resort 

to online learning rather then wasting time idly at home.

th13  April, 2020 : College organised a Guest Lecture by Mr. Satish Kumar Gupta, Resolution Professional of Essar Steels, a 

landmark and biggest case so far under IBC on the topic of “Introduction of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code”. The lecture 

received a massive response from Staff and students alike.

th14  April, 2020 : College in association with Department of Law, Mumbai University arranged a Special Lecture on the 

occasion of the Birth Anniversary of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar on the topic of “Relevance of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar’s 

Thoughts on Social Justice”. The Guest Speaker for the Lecture was Hon’ble Dr Dilip Ukey, Vice-Chancellor, Maharashtra 

National Law University, Mumbai. Sir highlighted on ‘Justice, Liberty & Equality’ as the key features in the process of framing of 

our Constitution.
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th15  April, 2020 : College conducted an online special lecture on “Drafting Pleading and Conveyancing” by Adv. Jai Kanade. 

Drafting of various notices including notice under Section 138 was dealt with in detail. Various doubts of students were 

clarified. Interest shown by students was so overwhelming that it instigated the thought of arranging Certificate Course in 

Drafting Pleading and Conveyancing  

th18  April, 2020 : College conducted a special lecture on “Research Methodology” by Dr Bindu Variath, Vice-Principal of the 

College to motivate the students for research.

st21  April, 2020   -  Mr Satish Kumar Gupta, Resolution Professional of Essar  College conducted a special online IBC lecture by

Steel . The Speaker beautifully explained various aspects of IBC through PPT slide presentation. The lecture was followed by a 

very interactive question-answer session in which plenty of doubts of students were clarified by the speaker. 

st th21  April to 24  April, 2020 : Certificate course on Arbitration and Mediation Laws was organised by College in which about 

100 students enrolled. This six days course was condcted by Adv. Dhruti Kapadia and Prof. Chirag Balyan. 

nd22  April, 2020 :  An Interactive online session was organised by College on the Topic of “Disaster Management Act and 

Epidemic  Act”. Faculty members and students had a very healthy discussion on various aspects of the Acts and their 

applicability during the COVID-19 pandemic.   

th nd
27  April to 2  May, 2020 :  Online Certificate course on Drafting Skills was organised by College in which over 150 students 

registered. This sixdays course was conducted by Adv. Vishal Kanade and Adv. Jai Kanade.

   
st1  May, 2020 :  College observed Maharashtra Day and International Labour Day. Teaching and non-teaching staff and 

students recited poems and spoke on the importance of this Day and gave valuable inputs on Sanskriti (culture) of Maharashtra 

and various aspects of Labour laws. 

th4  May, 2020 :  College organised a webinar on “Virtual Courts in India” by Hon’ble Shri Justice B. N. Srikrishna, Former Judge 

Supreme Court of India. Students were highly motivated towards the changing trends of virtual court mechanism.

th6  May, 2020 :    Online Seminar “JUST SPEAK” was  organised by  Women Development Cell of the College. The object of the 

seminar was to throw light on some extremely important  issues relating to women in the crucial time of Covid-19 lockdown 

and to let the younger generation express their views on these problems. The central   theme of the Seminar was “Issues 

related to Women Post Covid-19”. About 100 participants from various Colleges attended the seminar in which Students 

presented papers with great enthusiasm and zeal.

    
th8  May, 2020 :   College conducted webinar on the topic “Judicial Activism : Need of the Hour” with Mr. Kaushik M. Oza, 

Advocate, Bombay High Court and Mr. Prahlad Paranjape, Advocate, Bombay High Court as the speakers. The Guest Speakers 

took students on a journey touching upon fundamental rights, PIL and Judicial activism.

   
th9  May, 2020 :  College in association with Department of Law, University of Mumbai organised webinar on the topic “Legal 

Education and Research Methodology” with Guest Speaker Dr Rashmi Oza, I/C Dean, Faculty of Inter-Disciplinary & Professor, 

Dept. of Law, University of Mumbai. Madam elaborately spoke on various aspects of research, sources, types and the need for 

research in different areas.

On the same day College also organised webinar on the topic “Guidance for Career in Law & How to become a Solicitor” by Ms. 

Dhruti Kapadia, Solicitor & Advocate-on-Record, Supreme Court of India. Madam explained step by step process of becoming a 

Solicitor.

th th th11  May to 16  May, 2020 : Alumni Webinar Series was organized by  the College. On 11  May, the series was formally 

inaugurated by Dr Kavita Lalchandani, Principal, K.C Law College. Dr Bindu Variath, Vice Principal, K. C. Law College and the 

Program Coordinator, welcomed all the participants from various colleges. The webinars was attended by 200 participants, 
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which included students from K. C. Law College, students from other colleges, Alumni, Advocates, and teachers from different 

colleges. The Alumni speakers and their topics were:

Adv. Raj Kumar Mishra - Legal due diligence and title search for immovable property.

Adv. Lalchand Yadav - International Humanitarian law.

Adv. Nilesh Gala - Laws relating to RERA.

Adv. Joveson Jose - Art of Advocacy.

Adv. Mario Sequeira, Senior Manager (Legal), Glenmark Pharmaceuticals Limited - IPR in Pharmaceuticals.

Ms Jharna Jagtiani, Arbitrator & Commercial Mediator & Co-Founder of Prerna Foundation - Principles of negotiations. 

th16  May, 2020 :  College organised webinar on the topic  “Safety with Mindfulness” by Dr Neelu Verma, Assistant Professor, 

Bombay Teachers’ Training College, Mumbai. Dr Verma gave some really handy tips for mindfulness and how to remain stress-

free as well as be mindful all the time. A number of participants asked practical questions to which Dr Verma responded with 

tips on positivity and mindfulness.

th19  May, 2020 :  College organised webinar on “COVID-19 : Role of WHO and its impact on Global Economy” by Mr. Kunal 

Chonkar, Foreign Affairs Editor for News 21- An International News Portal and Dr Rohidas Mundhe, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Civics and Politics, University of Mumbai. Both the speakers gave thoughtful insights on role of WHO during 

COVID, discrepancies in guidelines and how export oriented economies have been affected. The webinar was telecast live on 

YouTube.

th st20  & 21  May, 2020 : Department of Law, University of Mumbai in collaboration with Kishinchand Chellaram Law College 

and National Child & Women Development Council organized a Two Days Online International Conference on “Changing 

Dimensions in Post COVID – 19 : Socio-Legal Issues & Challenges”. About 600 participants attended the Session through Zoom 

link and through live YouTube telecast.

The Chief Guest for the Inaugural Session was Dr S. Surya Prakash. Honourable Vice Chancellor, DSNLU, Vishakhapatnam. The 

session was also graced by the presence of  Dr Suhas Pednekar, Honourable Vice Chancellor, University of Mumbai; Rashmi 

Oza, I/C Dean, Faculty of Interdisciplinary & Professor, Department of Law, University of Mumbai; Adv. Anil Harish, Trustee, 

H.S.N.C. Board & Partner, D. M. Harish & Co.; and Dr Rajeshri Varhadi, Professor and Head, Department of Law, University of 

Mumbai.

The First Technical Session was a Panel Discussion. The Panel Discussion Session was graced by the presence of Prof. Dr Suhas 

Pednekar, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, University of Mumbai. The Panelists for the Session were Mr. Raj Nambiar, Head, Academic 

Centre, University of Bolton, Dubai; Dr K.S. Bhati, Professor & Dean, IMS Law College, Noida; Dr Dolly Sunny, Professor, 

Department of Economics, University of Mumbai; Dr Rajeshri Varhadi, Professor & Head, Department of Law, University of 

Mumbai; and Dr Kavita Lalchandani, Principal, Kishinchand Chellaram Law College, Mumbai. Dr Jitendra Aherkar, Principal, B. 

L. Amlani College & Chairman of NCWDC, State of Maharashtra also graced the session.

Technical session II comprised of paper presentations in four parallel sessions chaired respectively by chaired and moderated 

by Dr Bhagyashree Manohar Pandit, I/C Principal, New Law College , Bhartiya Vidyapeeth; Prof. Dr Smita Shukla, Incharge 

Director of Alkesh Dinesh Mody Institute of Finance and Management, University of Mumbai; Dr Neelu Mehra from 

Indraprastha University, New Delhi; and Dr Balaji Kendre, Professor and Head, Department of Sociology, University of Mumbai.

Technical Session III was on the second day of the International Conference and included an address by Dr Shashikala Gurpur, 

Director, Symbiosis Law School, Pune; presentations by Dr Samudra Kugel, Chief Officer, South Asia Law Initiatives, Davis 

School of Law, University of California; and Dr Beth Greenwood, Associate Dean, Davis School of Law, University of California, 

along with a talk by Dr Rajesh Kharat, Dean, Faculty of Humanities, University of Mumbai.
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The Guest of Honour  for the Valedictory function was Dr Niranjan Hiranandani, Hon’ble Provost, HSNC University, Trustee, 

H.S.N.C. Board & President, ASSOCHAM and the Chief Guest was Prof. Dr Meraj Uddin Mir, Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, Central 

University of Kashmir.

th4  June, 2020 : Due to the lockdown and imposed restrictions amid Covid-19 pandemic, the event “Chai Pe Charcha” – 
th(Episode - 3) was conducted in the virtual platform for the first time on 4  June 2020. The theme of discussion was very aptly 

chosen to understand the “Challenges and Opportunities of Virtual Legal Education”. The advantages and disadvantages of 

virtual legal education were discussed in detail and need of Blended Learning encompassing both virtual and conventional 

physical classroom education strategy were highlighted in the event.

th5  June, 2020 : College organised a Webinar on  World Environment Day on Zoom platform. There were 97 participants from 

various law colleges and Universities. The Webinar was graced with the presence of Dr Pravin Joshi, Regional officer, 

Maharashtra Pollution Control Board, Aurangabad who was the Guest Speaker and Dr Rajeshri Varhadi, Professor and Head, 

Department of Law, University of Mumbai. The Guest Speaker, Dr Pravin Joshi while speaking on the topic "Pollution (Post and 

Current Status) : It’s  Implementation and Guidelines”, gave a complete picture on the various legislations, rules and circulars 

issued by the various Government bodies post and prior to the pandemic. The webinar was appreciated by the participants 

from all over India. 

Achievements

 1.  Ms. Shraddha Sirmokadam participated and won Gold medal for Indian classical dance competition at inter collegiate 

  level Youth Festival conducted by Mumbai University and recipient of the prestigious Menaka trophy for classical dance 

  for the year 2019 -20

 2.  Ms. Shraddha Sirmokadam participated and won Gold medal for Folk dance at the State level Inter University Youth 

  Festival "Indradhanushya" 2019 held at Gondwana University, Gadchiroli.

 3.  Ms. Natasha Daswani made it to the finals and won the Consolation Prize of the 16th Nani Palkhivala Memorial 

  Elocution Contest for Law Students which was held for law students across the city.

 4.  Ms. Natasha Daswani was awarded First prize at Dr Frany K R Cama Prize Essay Competition organised by K R Cama 
th  Oriental Institute , Mumbai on 9  November 2019

rd 5.  Mr. Rajesh Patil and Mr. Deva Hotwani participated at 3  Edition National Level Moot Court Competition organized by 

  Faculty of Law, Maharishi Markandeshwar deemed to be University, Punjab and reached the Semifinals in the 

  Competiton.

 6.  Ms. Natasha Daswani ndwas awarded 2  prize and Rs.10,000/- in the National Elocution Competition conducted by KLE 
th  College of Law Kalamboli, Navi Mumbai on 29  February 2020. 

nd 7.  Ms. Shivani Vijayvargia has secured 2  Runner up position in the National Elocution Competition, organized by Smt. 
th th  Kamalaben Gambhirchand Shah Law School, Mumbai held on 7  & 8  March 2020.

Participation

th 1)  Mr. Kamar Ali Shaikh and Mr. Rishabh Lekhi participated at 7  Adv. B P Apte Memorial Mock Trial, Moot & Judgement 

  Writing Competition 2019 organsied by Adv. Balasaheb Apte College of Law, Mumbai.

 2)  Mr. Arya Sapre and Ms. Anjali Pathak participated at State Client Counselling Competition organized by Nari Gursahani 

  Law College, Ulhasnagar.
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rd 3)  Mr. Rajesh Patil and Mr. Deva Hotwani participated at 3  Edition National Level Moot Court Competition organized by 

  Faculty of Law, Maharishi Markandeshwar deemed to be University, Punjab.

 4)  Mr. Gauresh Patil participated at Speak for India (Maharashtra Edition 2019) Debate Competition.

 5)  Ms. Simran Singh and Mr. Gauresh Patil participated at Dastoor National Level Debate Competition organized by H. R. 

  College of Commerce & Economics.

 6)  Mr. Jayant Panda and Mr. Gauresh Patil participated at Debate competition organized by Fr. Agnel School of Law, Navi 

  Mumbai.

 7)  Ms. Shraddha Sirmokadam participated in Indian classical dance competition at inter collegiate level Youth Festival 

  conducted by Mumbai University 

 8)  Ms. Shraddha Sirmokadam participated in Folk dance competition at the State level Inter University youth festival 

  "Indradhanushya" 2019 held at Gondwana University, Gadchiroli.

 9)  Ms. Asmita Ghurye participated in Essay writing competition at Elysium Festival organised by MKLM’s B.L. Amblani 

  College of Commerce and Economics.

  10) Ms. Ritika Gandhi participated in Udaan Festival for Inter-collegiate Poster Making Competition organized by DLLE 

  conducted on Thursday, January 30, at Kalidas Sabhagruh, K.J Somaiya College Department of University of Mumbai, 

  of Arts and Commerce, Vidyavihar.

 11)  Students of the College participated in Udaan Festival for Inter-collegiate Street play Competition organized by DLLE 

  conducted on Thursday, January 30, at Kalidas Sabhagruh, K.J Somaiya College Department of University of Mumbai, 

  of Arts and Commerce, Vidyavihar.

 12)  Ms. Harsha Chandwani, Ms. Harsha Wadhwani, Ms. Harsha Sachdev, Ms. Priya Tanwani particapated in Annual FAGUN  

  Festival held at BTTC College

 13)  Ms. Natasha Daswani participated in the National Elocution Competition conducted by KLE College of Law Kalamboli, 
th   Navi Mumbai on 29  February 2020.

 14)  Ms. Shivani Vijayvargia participated in the National Elocution Competition, organized by Smt. Kamalaben 
th th  Gambhirchand Shah Law School, Mumbai held on 7  & 8  March 2020.

Certificate Courses 

  1) Certificate Course on Arbitration and Mediation Laws: Free course conducted by Adv. Dhruti Kapadia and 

  Prof. Chirag Balyan for the duration of One week with 100 participants.

 

  2) Certificate course on Drafting Skills: Free course conducted by Adv. Vishal Kanade and Adv. Jai Kanade for 

  the duration of One week with 150 participants.
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LEGAL AWARENESS SEMINAR

Hon’ble Shri Justice S. C. Dharmadhikari, Judge, Bombay 
High Court & Chairman, Maharashtra State Legal 

 Services Authority inaugurating the Legal Awareness Seminar. 

Adv. Anil Harish, Immediate Past President & Trustee, 
H. S. N. C. Board felicitating 

Hon’ble Shri Justice S. C.  Dharmadhikari.

Principal Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Shri S. R. Salunkhe, 
Secretary, High Court Legal Services  Committee & Ofcer 

on Special Duty, Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority.

Principal Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Adv. Anil Harish, 
Immediate Past President & Trustee, H.S.N.C. Board 

Hon’ble Shri Justice S. C. Dharmadhikari, Judge, Bombay 
High Court & Chairman, Maharashtra State Legal 

 Services Authority addressing the audience.

Adv. Anil Harish, Immediate Past President & Trustee, 
H. S. N. C. Board enlightening the participants.

Laws Relating to Anti Ragging, Admission Rules and C yber Crimes 
in collaboration with Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority
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LEGAL AWARENESS SEMINAR
Laws Relating to Anti Ragging, Admission Rules and C yber Crimes 
in collaboration with Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority

Shri S. R. Salunkhe, Secretary, High Court Legal Services 
Committee & Ofcer on Special Duty,  Maharashtra State 

Legal Services Authority welcoming the guests and students.

Principal Dr. Kavita Lalchandani delivering the Vote of Thanks.

Adv. Shri Dabke, Assistant Government Pleader and 
Additional Public Prosecutor, High Court, Mumbai 

 presiding over the Technical Session on Cyber Crimes.

Adv. Smt. Mankuwar Deshmukh, Assistant Government Pleader 
and Additional Public Prosecutor, High Court,  Mumbai presiding 

over the Technical Session II on Anti ragging laws and admission rules.

Ms. Megna Devkar, Lecturer, K. C. Law College Question - Answer Session
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LEGAL AWARENESS SEMINAR
Laws Relating to Anti Ragging, Admission Rules and C yber Crimes 
in collaboration with Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority
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LEX CONCILIO 
A MODEL PARLIAMENT COMPETITION

   Sponsored by D. M. Harish & Co.

Lighting the c eremonial lamp

Shri Shrikant Shinde, Member of Parliament, 
addressing the gathering

Judges for the Competition – Mr. Pralhad Paranjape, Advocate, 
Bombay High C   ourt and Ms. Pooja Sakpal, 

Animal Activist & Social Worker

Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Shri Shrikant Shinde,  
Member of P   arliament

Inaugural address by Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani
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LEX CONCILIO 
A MODEL PARLIAMENT COMPETITION

   Sponsored by D. M. Harish & Co.
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Online International Conference 
Changing Dimensions In Post Covid – 19 : Socio-Legal Issues & Challenges

in collabora�on with Department of Law, University of Mumbai and 
Na�onal Child & Women Development Council

Chief Guest Dr. S. Surya Prakash. 
Honourable Vice Chancellor, DSNLU, 

Vishakhapatnam 

Adv. Anil Harish Trustee, 
H.S.N.C. Board and Partner, 

D. M. Harish & Co. 

Dr. Suhas Pednekar, 
Honourable Vice Chancellor, 

University of Mumbai 

Inaugural Function

Dr Niranjan Hiranandani 

(Hon'ble Provost, HSNC University 

and Trustee, HSNC Board) and 

Prof. Meraj Uddin Mir (Hon'ble VC, 

Central University of Kashmir) with 

Dr Jitendra Aherkar (Chairman, 

NCWDC); Dr Rajeshri Varhadi; 

Dr Kavita Lalchandani and 

Dr Bindu Variath 

Valedictory Session

Mr. Raj Nambiar, Head, 
Academic Centre, 

University of Bolton, Dubai 

Dr. Dolly Sunny, 
Professor, Department of Economics, 

University of Mumbai 

Panel Discussion

Dr. K. S. Bhati, 
Professor & Dean IMS 

Law College, Noida 

Dr Beth Greenwood, 
Associate Dean, Davis School of Law, 

University of California
    

Dr Samudra Kugel, 
Chief Officer, South Asia Law Initiatives, 

Davis School of Law, University of California  
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Legal Aid and Para Legal Activites

Legal Awareness Survey at Agripada  
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Legal Aid and Para Legal Activites

Lok Adalat
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Legal Aid and Para Legal Activites

Street Play on Awareness on Domestic Violence Act at Gateway of India

  Street Play on Awareness on Senior Citizens Act at Nariman Point
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ADR WORKSHOP

Welcome address by Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani  Adv. Anil Harish felicitating  Hon'ble Shri Justice R. D. Dhanuka, 
Judge, B   ombay High Court

 Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Adv. Anil Harish, 
Trustee & Immediate Past President, 

HSNC Board and Partner, D. M. Harish & Co.

 Adv. Anil Harish addressing the gathering

 Hon'ble Shri Justice R. D. Dhanuka delivering a lecture on 
ADR and M    ediation

 Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani with  Hon'ble 
Shri Justice R. D. Dhanuka

 Release of Mediation Booklet Vote of Thanks
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ADR WORKSHOP

 Dr. Kiran Sharma felicitating Adv. Ranjit Shetty Adv. Ranjit Shetty, Senior Partner (Disputes), Argus Partners

Question-Answer session with Adv. Ranjit Shetty Dr. Aashish Borse felicitating Mr. V. I. Bhandari

Session by Mr. V. I. Bhandari, Secretary, 
DLSA Mumbai Suburban

Interaction with Mr. V. I. Bhandari
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ADR WORKSHOP

 Prin. Dr. K avita Lalchandani felicitating Adv. Ajay Mehta Mr. Ajay Mehta, Advocate-on-Record, Supreme Court o   f India 
and Mediation Trainer, addressing the gathering

Activities conducted in the Workshop Participants

Distribution of Certificates
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 - Prashanth Thandalam Vasudevan

Introduction:-

Intellectual Property includes Trademark, Patents, Copyrights, Design, Geographical Indications of Goods, Protection of Plant 

Varieties and Farmers Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout, Biological Diversity. Intellectual property (IP) pertains to any 

original creation of the human intellect such as artistic, literary, technical, or scientific creation. Intellectual property rights (IPR) 

refers to the legal rights given to the inventor or creator to protect his invention or creation for a certain period of time. 

These legal rights confer an exclusive right to the inventor/creator or his assignee to fully utilize his invention/creation for a 

given period of time. It is very well settled that IP play a vital role in the modern economy. It has also been conclusively 

established that the intellectual labor associated with the innovation should be given due importance so that public good 

emanates from it. 

There has been a quantum jump in research and development (R&D) costs with an associated jump in investments required 

for putting a new technology in the market place. The stakes of the developers of technology have become very high, and 

hence, the need to protect the knowledge from unlawful use has become expedient, at least for a period, that would ensure 

recovery of the R&D and other associated costs and adequate profits for continuous investments in R&D. 
IPR is a strong tool, to protect investments, time, money, effort invested by the inventor/creator of an IP, since it grants the 

inventor/creator an exclusive right for a certain period of time for use of his invention/creation. Thus IPR, in this way aids the 

economic development of a country by promoting healthy competition and encouraging industrial development and economic 

growth.

 Ø Present review furnishes a brief overview with Landmark Cases:-

  1.  Trade Mark : - The Trade mark means a mark used in relation to goods for the purpose of indicating or so as to 

    indicate a connection in the course of trade between the goods and some person having the right as proprietor to 

    use that mark. 

    The function of a trade mark is to give an indication to the purchaser or a possible purchaser as to the manufacture 

    or quality of the goods, to give an indication to his eye of the trade source from which the goods come or the trade 

    hands through which they pass on their way to the market. 

    The Trade Marks Act, 1999 is an act which provides for the registration and better protection of trademarks for 

    goods and services and for the prevention of the use of fraudulent marks. A trade mark is valid for a period of 10 

    years. Registration may be renewed before the expiry of 10 years. The period of 10 years is calculated from the 

    date of filing or the date of priority, as the case may be
 
  Ÿ Landmark Case:-
     The Coca-Cola Company v. Bisleri International Pvt. Ltd Manu/DE/2698/2009

  2.  Copyright: - The Copyright Act, 1957 is an Act to amend and consolidate the law relating to copyright. It is a right 

    given by the law to creators of literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works and producers of cinematograph films 

    and sound recordings. In fact, it is a bundle of rights including, inter alia, rights of reproduction, communication to 

    the public, adaptation and translation of the work. 

    In the case of cinematograph films, sound recordings, posthumous publications, anonymous and pseudonymous 

    publications, works of government and works of international organizations are protected for a period of 60 years 

    which is counted from the year following the date of publication.

A Brief Overview of Intellectual Property Laws in India



    There could be slight variations in the composition of the rights depending on the work.  The protection provided by 

    copyright to the efforts of writers, artists, designers, dramatists, musicians, architects and producers of sound 

    recordings, cinematograph films and computer software, creates an atmosphere conducive to creativity, which 

    induces them to create more and motivates others to create.

    Ÿ Landmark Case:-
     ndian Performing Right Society Ltd. v. Eastern India Motion Picture Association 1977 SCR (3) 206

  3.  Designs: - 

    The primary objective of the Design Act is to protect the designs. The Design Act 0f 2000 is an Act to consolidate 

    and amend the law relating to the protection of designs. Its main objective is to protect new or original design from 

    getting copied which causes loss to the proprietor. The important purpose of design registration is to see that the 

    creator, originator or artisan of any design is not deprived of his reward for creating that design by others copying it 

    to their goods or products.  An industrial design helps in drawing a customer’s attention and helps in increasing the 

    commercial value of an article. Therefore, helps in expanding its market.There are many competitors who adopt 

    evil ways to reduce the competition in the rival groups by exploiting the designs to their advantage. Thus, it is 

    necessary to have laws to safeguard the interests of the owners of these designs. In order to fulfill this objective, the 

    Design Act of 2002 came into existence.

    Ÿ Landmark Case:-
     Cello Household Products v. M/S Modware India and Others

  4.  Patents:-
    In order to align with TRIPS, inventions which are not patentable have been included even, wider rights of patentee 

    is incorporated. Uniform period protection is twenty years.  Indian Patent (Amendment) Rules 2014 recently 

    introduced a third category of applicant being of "small entity", and provided for procedural rules which govern the 

    same. Furthermore, fee for basic patent filing has been revised due to introduction of the “e-filing system” of 

    patents wherein “rates” for e-filing are lower than those involved in physical filing. 
    The term of every patent in India is 20 years from the date of filing the patent application, irrespective of whether it is 

    filled with provisional or complete specification. However, in case of applications filed under the Patent 

    Cooperative Treaty (PCT), the term of 20 years begins from the international filing date.
    

Ÿ Landmark Case:-
     Bajaj Auto Limited v.TVS Motor Company Limited JT 2009 (12) SC 103

  5.  Integrated Circuits:-

    Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Design Registry (SICLDR) is the office where the applications on 

    Layout-Designs of integrated circuits are filed for registration of created IPR. The jurisdiction of this Registry is 

    whole of India. The Registry, as per the guidelines laid down in the Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout 

    Design (SICLD) Act 2000 and the Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Design (SICLD) Rules 2001, 

    examines the layout-designs of the Integrated Circuits and issues the Registration Certificate to the original layout-

    designs of the Semiconductor Integrated Circuits.

    Ÿ Case Law:
     Sunil Alag v. Union of India and Others W.P. (C) 8152/2013

  6.  Biological Diversity:- 

    The Biological Diversity Act 2002 was born out of India's attempt to realize the objectives enshrined in the United 

    Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 1992 which recognizes the sovereign rights of states to use their 

    own Biological Resources. The Act aims at the conservation of biological resources and associated knowledge as 
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    well as facilitating access to them in a sustainable manner and through a just process for purposes of implementing 

    the objects of the Act it establishes the National Biodiversity Authority in Chennai.

    The Biodiversity Act is a federal legislation enacted by the Parliament of India for preservation of biological diversity 

    in India, and provides mechanism for equitable sharing of benefits arising out use of traditional biological resources     

    and knowledge. The Biodiversity Act was passed by the Lok Sabha on 2nd December 2002 and by the Rajya 

    Sabha on 11th December 2002.

    Ÿ Case Law: Mosanto/Mahyco Case: - Saldanha Vs. Respondent: National Biodiversity Authority, Represented 

     By its Chairman and Ors

  7.  Plant Varieties and Farmers :- 

    India’s Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmer’s Rights Act of 2001 is the far-most reaching legislation with regard    

    to establishing rights for farmers to save, use, exchange and sell farm saved seed. 

    When it comes to Farmers’ Rights, the Act recognizes the farmer as cultivator, conserver and breeder. The Act 

    establishes nine rights for farmers of which the most important in this regard are the right to “seed” and the right to 

    “compensation” for crop failure (Art. 39)

    Not only does the 2001 Act protect the rights of framers to save, use, exchange and sell farm- saved seed, it also 

    seeks to ensure that these seeds are of good quality, or at least that farmers are adequately informed about the 

    quality of seed they buy.

    In addition, safeguards are provided against innocent infringement by farmers. Farmers who unknowingly violate 

    the rights of a breeder are not to be punished if they can prove that they were not aware of the existence of such a 

    breeder’s right (Art 42).

  8.   The Geographical Indications of  Goods:- 

    The Geographical Indication (hereinafter referred as IG) of the Goods is the aspect of industrial property that refers 

    to the geographical indication of a country or a place located in it as the country or place of origin of that product.GI 

    helps a producer community to differentiate its products from other competing products present in the market and 

    generate goodwill around its products. GI acts as a signaling device by helping consumers to identify genuine 

    quality products.

  Ø  CONCLUSION:-

    To conclude, the various Acts which have been modified and amended depicts that India has adopted and adhered 

    to the new and latest IPR Regime so that, we can foray into the global trade competition with a double edged sword 

    in a big way which shall bring our Nation at par with Global Standard. 

Website Referred:- 

(I) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3217699/
(ii) https://www.mondaq.com/india/Intellectual-Property/656402/Patents-Law-In-India--Everything-You-Must-Know
(iii) http://sicldr.gov.in/
(iv) http://www.grkarelawlibrary.yolasite.com/resources/SM-Jul14-IPR-4%20-Samantha.pdf
(v) http://www.farmersrights.org/bestpractices/success_seed_1.html
(vi) https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/all-about-geographical-indications-of-goods-act-1999-by-ritik-dwivedi/
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The Constitution of India deals with the concept of citizenship in Part III under Article 5 to Article 11. But, the Constitution 

provides only for the citizenship of for four categories of people, i) persons born in India, ii) persons who have migrated from 

Pakistan, iii) persons who migrated to Pakistan and later returned and iv) Persons who are residing outside India. Under 

Article 11 the Constitution gives the right to the Parliament to make provisions with regard to the acquisition and termination of 

citizenship and any other matter relating to citizenship. Owing to this endowment by the Constitution, the Parliament passed 

the Citizenship Act in 1955, which was amended in the years 1986, 1992, 2003, 2005, 2015 and recently in 2019.

The Citizenship Amendment Act of 2019 has been put under the microscope since its very inception in 2016. The Section 2 of 

the act provides that any person belonging to Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi or Christian community from Afghanistan, 

Bangladesh or Pakistan who entered India on or before the 31st of December 2014 may be granted a certificate of 

naturalization. The Act therefore reduces the minimum period of residence for making an application for naturalization from 11 

years to 5 years. But, the provisions of the act apply to the persons who are facing religious persecution, which has forced 

them to seek shelter in India. Although India is not a signatory to the United Nations Human Rights Commission’s 1951 

refugee convention, it has never turned its back on those seeking help. India has always welcomed and supported those who 

faced turmoil in their nation, be it the Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka or the Bengali refugees from Bangladesh. The Act 

therefore reiterates this ideology that India has always followed. As per the figures available the population of these minorities 

has only decreased in Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh (In 1947 the Hindus formed 12.9% of the total population in 

Pakistan but according to the 1998 census the percentage of Hindus is a mere 1.6 %). Therefore, the need of the bill arose to 

protect the minorities from the cruelty that they face in these theocratic nations.

Addressing the elephant in the room, why are Muslims and Jews not made a party in the Act? As far as data stands, in the last 

seventy years, no Muslims and Jews have entered India as refugees on the grounds of religious persecution in the nations of 

Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh.

The act while making provisions for the refugees has also kept in mind the need to protect the fragile demography, integrity and 

culture of the linguistic minorities and tribals, who are vulnerable to outside influence. Therefore, the act states that its 

provisions do not apply to the tribal areas of Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram as included in the Sixth Schedule of the 

Constitution of India. The provisions of the Act do not apply to the areas covered under the Inner Line Permit as well. 

The Act is also in sync with Foreigner’s Act of 1946 and the Passport (Entry into India) Act, 1920. The persons who are 

exempted under clause (c) of sub-section (2) of section 3 of the Passport (Entry into India) Act, 1920 and Foreigners Act, 1946 

will no longer be treated as illegal immigrants. Which in lucid terms means that the act will not apply to illegal migrants but only 

refugees. Therefore, the act, does not provide a blanket immunity and takes into consideration the security of our borders and 

citizens.  

The Act only ensures safety and basic human right of a healthy and meaningful life for all, which should be accepted beyond 

any controversy or contention.

References:

The Citizenship Amendment Act of 2019

 Foreigner’s Act of 1946

Passport (Entry into India) Act, 1920
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Citizenship Amendment Act: An Interpretation
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“Yato Dharma Tato Jaya” is a Sanskrit shloka - the motto of Supreme Court of India, which occurs a total of eleven times in the 

epic Mahabharata, and means "Where there is Dharma, there will be Victory". According to ancient scriptures the sources of 

Law were (a) The Shruti or the Vedas (b) The Smritis or the Dharmasutras and Dharmashastras (c) Sadachara – literally the 

conduct of good people or customs. Manu says Shruti, Smriti and Sadachara, what is agreeable to oneself is also a source of 

Dharma. Yajnavalkya adds a 5th source i.e. desire born out of due deliberations.

Since ages there has been Rule of Law in our country though the rulers changed with time. The Golden period that our country 

enjoyed was during the rule of Lord Ram, which we fondly remember as Ram-Rajya. The Maurya & Gupta Empire, even 

Mughals & the British had their own legal system to follow. The Indian Evidence Act,1872 is as old as 148 years and it is 

fascinating to know that it still holds true. Evidence is the corner stone of Criminal - Justice system. 

The term Evidence means anything by which any alleged matter of fact is either established or disproved. Anything that 

makes the thing in question evident to the court is Evidence. Section 3 of the Indian Evidence Act defines evidence, includes 

oral and documentary evidence. It is exhaustive in nature since every other fact of evidentiary value can be reduced to either 

of the two. Inherent principles of Evidence are – 

 1) Evidence must be limited to the fact

 2) Hearsay evidence is not admissible

 3) Best evidence must be produced in all cases

The law of evidence embraces issues of obtaining evidence before trial, adducing evidence at trial, and applying and 

assessing evidence in the proof or disproof of an individual’s litigation. At the focus of the principles of evidence are common 

sense grounds of fairness and justice that have evolved over generations of practice. The rules suppose that the parties have 

responsibility for establishing the evidence to be offered to the court. The trend is towards superior admissibility; of restricting 

the extent and function of the various exclusionary rules with the goal of producing a logical body of rules and principles to 

benefit the court to ascertain the truth about the facts in contest.

Striking Case laws:

 1) Hanumant v. State of Madhya Pradesh (1952)

 2) Anant Chintaman Lagu v. State of Bombay (1959)

 3) Sharad Birdichand Sarda v. State of Maharashtra (1984)

 4) Ashish Batham v. State of Madhya Pradesh (2002)

Bibliography:

 1) Professional’s - The Indian Evidence Act, 1972 (Bare Act, 2018)

 2) Dr. Avtar Singh, Principles of The Law of Evidence (13th Edition)

 3) Basu’s Commentary on Indian Penal Code (12th Edition) – Part I & II

Websites referred:

 1) https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1714947/ (Last visited on 15.02.2020)

 2) https://indiankanoon.org/doc/882637/ (Last visited on 15.02.2020)

 3) https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1505859/ (Last visited on 15.02.2020)

 4) https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1813863/ (Last visited on 15.02.2020)
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Hate crime, in simple words, is "crime against a particular person or group of persons who are discriminated and unwelcomed 

in the society". People easily fall into the trap of hating a specific person or a group of persons on the basis of religion, caste, 

class, gender, race, disability, etc. and express their hatred through violent means. These categories are not confined and 

anyone, including you and me, can become victims to such crimes. The main contributing factors are negative stereotypes, 

prejudices and discrimination. Hate crimes include verbal/online abuse, harassment, threats, hoax calls, damage and harm to 

your belongings, assaults, murder, theft, fraud, burglary, sexual assault/harassment, etc. Psychologically speaking, people 

victimized by hate crimes tend to experience more mental distress than victims of other violent acts. As hatred towards a 

person can result from fear, ignorance or anger, it is common that a crime committed against them can lower their self esteem.

Incidents pertaining to hatred have become a threat to most countries across the world, and India is no exception to this. It is 

not uncommon for us to witness such crimes as the democratic country is said to be the most diversified in the world. Cases of 

hate crimes in Indian can be traced back to the ancient period, an era which initiated violence against women, low rated 

workmen, disabled, etc. With the coming of the Varna system, which was chiefly based on occupation, the discriminations 

grew stronger. This social stratification known as the caste system is shaping the lives of about 99.9% of people in India even 

today. The so called "lower castes" are continuously falling prey to discriminatory incidents along with other religious 

minorities. There has been a notable surge in the number of hate crime cases in India in the past decade. At least 280 were 

injured of lynching with 44 casualties between May 2015 and December 2018 as per a report from Human Rights Watch 

(February 2019). So far, there are nearly 300 cases of hate crimes recorded in the last decade alone. Religious discrimination 

has been the main culprit for such incidents, followed by castes, in which case honor killings seems to the worst of all.

Types of hate crimes in India

Mob lynching is being the most common way of showing hatred. It means a mob killing or violently attacking someone for a real 

or alleged offence, without any legal trials. Many cases have been reported that have shook not only the country but also 

beyond. The United States Commission for International Human Rights has condemned lynching in the country, following the 

dreadful crime. The crime, though surging widely, is not yet categorized as a ‘hate crime' and there is no clear law in India to 

prevent or control such lynches.

There have also been sexual attacks against women. How can one forget the heart throbbing Khatua rape case? Hate crimes 

have also increased with the banning of cow slaughter. A significant number of hate crimes are associated with cow related 

attacks. Certain communal and religious violence have also originated due to rumors being spread on social media. The 

recent problems like Citizenship Amendment Bill and Coronavirus disease have also not escaped this. There have been 

reported cases of hate incidents based on religion and against people having oriental features in India. With such increasing 

incidents of hate crimes, India now places itself in the list of dangerous countries for differential classes. The minorities, 

especially religious groups, have openly expressed their worries and concern about their safety in India.

Combatting hate crimes in India

It is very important to combat hate crimes in India as social harmony is crucial for any country's development. Increasing hate 

crimes associated with other wide problems can be a serious danger to our growing economy. Though, time and again the 

Government has been assuring to protect the interests of its minorities, it is desperately failing to keep its promise. The main 

reason is the relatively lower rate of such crimes as compared to other violent acts. It is a worrying truth that certain authorities 

even view hate crimes like lynching to be ‘normal and natural’.  Problems like releasing the accused on bail, misuse of political 

connections, delayed justice to the victim and not categorizing it as a separate crime adds fuel to the fire. However, the nation 

must ensure that the human rights of each and every citizen are secured, regardless of his/her personal identity. This is crucial 

to uphold the principles of equality, liberty, fraternity, justice secularity and democracy enshrined in our Constitution. 

- Umamageswari Maruthappan

Hate Crimes: A Serious Threat Which Should Not Be Ignored
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Conclusion

Hate crime is currently a cautioning and alarming problem which is wide ranging in India. It not only affects an individual, but 

also the community or society where the individual belongs. This impacts on the stability of the country and thus, it is important 

for the Central Government to enact a specific law to deal with it. The country is awaiting for a stringent law against hate crimes.

References

1. https://www.firstpost.com/india/2017-a-year-of-hate-crimes-in-india-number-of-violent-incidents-r elated-to-cows-
 religion-is-rising-4278751.html

2. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/24/world/asia/india-modi-hindu-violence.html

3. https://www.hrw.org/report/2019/02/18/violent-cow-protection-india/vigilante-groups-attack-minorities
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-  Harsh Nandu

The real estate sector, of Maharashtra and of the country as a whole has been adversely affected by a recent economic 

slowdown contributed by numerous factors and has been further burdened by the onset of COVID-19.

The Urban Development Department, Government of Maharashtra, vide its order dated 28th March, 2020 passed by the 

Deputy Secretary (hereinafter referred to as “the Order”), provides for a reduction in stamp duty payable by 1 (one) percent on 

instruments of sale, usufructuary mortgage and gift of immovable property (the payment thereof being governed by the 

Maharashtra Stamp Act, 1958, hereinafter referred to as “the said Act”)  and other such similar instruments to be registered in 

Mumbai and falling under the purview of the Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority and the municipal 

corporations of other parts of Maharashtra namely, Pune, Pimpri-Chinchwad and Nagpur. 

For example, the erstwhile stamp duty payable in Mumbai, with respect to the aforementioned instruments was 5 (five) percent 

with an additional 1 (one) percent metro cess payable, aggregating to a total of 6 (six) percent stamp duty payable on the 

market value of the immovable property or on the value of the consideration of the immovable property as provided for in the 

instrument, whichever was higher. The reduction introduced vide the Order, would thus essentially reduce the stamp duty 

payable to a total of 5 (five) percent, on the aforementioned instruments under the provisions of the said Act.

The reduction as announced vide the Order shall come into effect from 1st April, 2020 and shall remain in force for a period of 2 

(two) years thereafter.

The decision of the Government of Maharashtra to reduce the stamp duty payable, was first announced in the Maharashtra 

Budget dated 6th March, 2020, in the wake of an economic slowdown and is expected to breathe new life into the real estate 

sector that has been reeling from the adverse impact of the prevailing lack of liquidity, affordability and subdued demand 

conditions and is a welcome move in the light of the COVID-19 outbreak and shall aid the growth of the real estate sector, in the 

areas for which the reduction in stamp duty has been announced. 

References :

Ÿ Babar, Kailash. (2020). Realty developers urge Maharashtra government to cut stamp duty. 

  h t tps: / /economict imes. ind ia t imes.com/weal th /personal -finance-news/rea l ty-developers-urge-

  maharashtra-govt-to-cut-stamp-duty/articleshow/75160584.cms?from=mdr

Ÿ Maharashtra Stamp Act, 1958

Ÿ Order from the Urban Development Department, Government of Maharashtra dated 28.03.2020.  

  http://mohua.gov.in/cms/Maharashtra.php
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-  Akansha Yadav

1On November 27, 2019 the Supreme Court of India (“Court”) struck down Section 87  of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 
1996 (“Arbitration Act”) as unconstitutional by its judgment in the case of Hindustan Construction Company Limited & 

2anr v. Union of India  (“HCCL Judgment”).

The situation prior to the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015 (“2015 Amendment Act”) was that as soon as a 
Petition was filed under Section 34 i.e Application to set aside an award, of the Arbitration Act, an automatic stay would operate 
on the award but the position changed drastically after the 2015 Amendment Act, after which filing a mere Petition under 
Section 34 did not grant an automatic stay but a separate application had to be filed for stay of an award.

The 2015 Amendment Act did cure the defect of the automatic stay of award but created ambiguity regarding the 
circumstances in which the 2015 Amendment Act would apply. Particularly, it was unclear whether the amended provisions 
applied to court proceedings that arose from arbitrations which had commenced prior to the commencement date of the 2015 
Amendment Act i.e. October 23, 2015 ("Commencement Date"). Further, it was also uncertain if the automatic stay on 
enforcement of awards would continue where proceedings under Section 34 were pending at the Commencement Date.

Ultimately, the Court settled the controversy by its judgment in the case of  (“BCCI BCCI v. Kochi Cricket Private Limited3

4
Judgment”). The Court held that Section 26 of the 2015 Amendment Act provides that unless the parties agree otherwise, the  
amendments would be prospective i.e. it would apply to court proceedings which commenced on or after the Commencement 
Date irrespective of whether the connected arbitration had commenced prior to Commencement Date. Carving an exception 
to the abovementioned, the Court also held that there would be no automatic stay operating on the award even when the 
challenge application in court had been filed prior to the Commencement Date as the right to obtain an automatic stay under 
Section 36 of the Arbitration Act was not a vested one. 

While one believed that the controversy was settled by the Court in the BCCI judgment, things got stirred again after the 
Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2019 (“2019 Amendment Act”) came into force. The 2019 Amendment Act 
deleted Section 26 of the 2015 Amendment Act and introduced Section 87.
When contrasted with Section 26, Section 87 is in two parts i.e. Section 87(a)

 • negatively stating that the 2015 Amendment Act shall not apply to Court proceedings arising out of arbitral 
  proceedings irrespective of whether such court proceedings are commenced before or after the commencement of 
  the 2015 Amendment Act; and

 • positively applying only to court proceedings in case they arise out of arbitral proceedings that are commenced on or 
  after the commencement of the 2015 Amendment Act.

Thus, bringing back the era of automatic stay of awards.

However, the Court set the record straight in the HCCL judgment while striking down Section 87 of the 2019 Amendment 
Act and held that the law on Section 26 of the 2015 Amendment Act was laid down with great clarity. To thereafter, 
delete this salutary provision and introduce Section 87 in its place, would be wholly without justification and contrary to the 
object sought to be achieved by the 2015 Amendment Act, which was enacted pursuant to a detailed Law Commission report 
which found various infirmities in the working of the original 1996 statute. 

Notes :

 1. Unless the parties otherwise agree, the amendments made to this Act by the Arbitration and Conciliation 
  (Amendment) Act, 2015 shall— (a) not apply to–– (i) arbitral proceedings commenced before the commencement of 
  the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015; (ii) court proceedings arising out of or in relation to such 
  arbitral proceedings irrespective of whether such court proceedings are commenced prior to or after the 
  commencement of the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015; (b) apply only to arbitral proceedings 
  commenced on or after the commencement of the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015 and to court 
  proceedings arising out of or in relation to such arbitral proceedings.

 2. 2019SCConlineSC1520

 3. (2018) 6 SCC 287.

 4. Nothing contained in this Act shall apply to the arbitral proceedings commenced, in accordance with the provisions of 
  section 21 of the principal Act, before the commencement of this Act unless the parties otherwise agree but this Act 
  shall apply in relation to arbitral proceedings commenced on or after the date of commencement of this Act.

Setting the Record Straight
 

http://www.nishithdesai.com/fileadmin/user_upload/Html/Hotline/191205_DR_Annexure.html
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-  Asmita Ghurye

Every  part  of  the  universe  is  connected  and  interdependent, if  not  directly, indirectly. 

Attachment  to  a  few  parts , exclusive  of  others  is  the  doing  of  the  Ego.  Investment  creates  attachment, but  
unfortunately  we  forget that we have unknowingly, invested  in  the Whole  and  not  just  the  parts. The  reason  is; that  
which  lives  in  every  part (consciousness) is  One. That  One  is  acting  and  is being  acted  upon. 

When  this  is  truly  realised, humanity  shall understand  that  every  part, big  or small  is  a  piece  of something  like  a  
puzzle. Each  part  being  in  its  rightful  place benefits  all  or  One. Even  if  one  part  is  left  behind, every part  has  not  
fulfilled itself. 

Spiritual teachings  help  us  understand  what  this  rightful  place is. The  emotion  is  the  compass  and  the  location  is  the  
one  which  flows harmoniously  in  the  divine  river. 

Today,  the  world  is horrified  in  observance  of  violence, diseases  and natural disasters. Unfortunately, we  are  addressing  
these issues in  an  allopathic  way. 

The ancient traditions have  always thought in a cyclical  order, symbolized by the  Chinese  dragon, the swastika (which  
represents  the  cycle  of  the  yugas named  Satya,  Treta,  Dwapara  and  Kal)  and  the  yin  and  yang. 

The pressing  world  problems,  such  as  the  aforementioned  are  symptoms  of grief  caused  by  unconscious  behaviours  
such  as:   
1. unsustainably and  irresponsibly altering  nature  in  a  way  that  is  unfriendly  to the  environment,  for  'personal  gain' ( 
 as we have seen, each part is connected as it is a part of a whole) ,  
2. cleaning  of  that  which  one  thinks  is  one's  and  dumping  in  that  which  one thinks  is  another's,
3. using  political  power  to  serve  oneself  or  only  a  community  one  identifies with,
4. one  country  sponsoring  and  facilitating  violence  in  another,  one  country doing  the  same  within  itself. (Aristotle  
 would  call such  a  State,  a  'perverted state'), 
5. ethnocentrism, neo-colonialism  and  jingoism.   

The  root  of  such  unconscious  behavioral patterns is the  forgetfulness regarding  the  unity  of  all.  The  world  is  not  just  
my  family.  The  world  is  me.  
Before  any  teaching,  be  it  educational/ religious/ cultural, this  basic  principle ought  to  be  taught. 

Gandhi's vision of Stateless  enlightened  self or Swarajya  rule  is a byproduct  of  this understanding. 

From  this  understanding, shall  stem solutions leading  us  to  world  peace. 

Our  trade, administration, science  and technology  and  development  shall  be applied  for  the  benefit  of  all  parts  of  
ourselves  in  a  wholesome, inclusive, integrated  and  comprehensive  manner.

Just  the  way, Ayurveda  treats  the root problem  and  the  symptoms disappear. So, after understanding  this  reality  the  
roots  of  structural  violence  that  has caused  not  just  lopsided  development but  the  'development of underdevelopment' 
as  expounded  by Andre Gunder Frank, a  sociologist  and an  economic  historian  (according  to  Frank,  capitalism has not 
really developed  the  Global  South  but  has  caused development  of underdevelopment), shall be  treated. 

Then naturally, conscious  behavior  shall  lead  to  equitable,  sustainable and balanced  (eliminating  disparities  in  terms 
region,  gender,  class  and  so  on) development  and  the  victory  of  humanity  or  Swarajya. 

Then  hopefully, reading  the  daily  news  would  be  a  joy.  

REFERENCES: 

1. Tolle, E. (2004). The power of now: A guide to spiritual enlightenment.
2. Gandhi, . (1989). Hind swaraj: Or, Indian home rule. Ahmedabad: Navajivan Pub.

Victory of Humanity
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I know you will always stand by me...

giving me the strength of a mountain, 

I know you will always inspire me...

to shine warmly like the summer sun, 

I know you will always teach me...

to be like the calm of the ocean,

I know you will always motivate me...

to achieve my goals, no matter how big or small, 

I know you will always empower me...

to fly high like the eagle in the sky, 

I know you will always encourage me...

to fight with the might of a lion against all odds in life, 

I know that God has combined all these qualities in you my father dear, 

and when there was nothing more to add, 

God knew His masterpiece was complete, 

and so, He made you my Dad.

An Ode To My Father
- Percy Hirji Elavia
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In times of strife, in times of peace

In the midst of crisis looking for some relief

From the comfort of my home, I wonder what it is

To be affected by the dangerous beast.

With news bombarded every hour creating much fear

And exchange of messages is adding more fuel to the fire

Everyone having their own take on this new enemy

But the only outcome is to be isolated socially.

It reminds us that we all are so weak and vulnerable

And the unknown enemy so minute yet powerful

That no arms and weapons are needed to destroy us

Only a sneeze or a mild touch is just enough.

Spreading its wings at an alarming speed

Across borders with no barriers or boundaries

It doesn't discriminate among the young, old, rich or poor

Nor does it respect the efforts of the sincere caregivers for sure.

It's high time we take charge of our lives

Without fearing and strengthening our faith

Co-operating and helping each other in these tough times

Remaining indoors to conquer it is our duty which is prime.

Nature has been kind and giving, we all are forgetting

Little introspection required to keep life sustaining

As they say, every challenge, every struggle makes you stronger

So let's fight pollution, materialism, greed with wisdom and vigour.

Covid 19 - The Unknown Enemy
– Shweta Raheja
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– Prathamesh R. Gothe

Our day used to start with a loud alarm ring,

“get up for school”, that’s what mom used to sing.

The race began right from running behind the bus,

first lecture used to be Maths, with that boring ‘plus and minus’.

To reserve and choose the last bench, was our favourite trend,

eagerly waiting for us there, was our beloved friend.

Then came and arrived for us, the most awaited recess time,

snatching each other’s tiffin boxes, was not for us a crime.

To enjoy was our right and doing mischief needed no reason,

all of this came to a standstill, during the exam season.

For us, our favourite teachers were always our mentors,

the others who were strict, seemed like angry dictators.

When caught for doing a wrong, we turned into liars,

somewhere in our curious souls, there were hidden desires.

To leave our school at some point, is one such hard rule,

those days rush in my mind ,when I pass through that way of my school.      
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NOTHING IS LONG-LASTING

Nothing is long-lasting, 

Not even what you do for your Living, Or your Breath! 

We all are here just to Figure out What Makes us Ache. 

What's that thing for which even being Vulnerable wouldn't seem a Bigger Deal. 

We are here to say all the Words we are Afraid of Listening. 

We are here to feel, not only Our Feelings but also People Surrounding us. 

We are here to Touch all those Betrayals, without being Repellent to those in Future! 

We are here to feel Petty for all the same Empty Moments we Fall for Over and Over 

Again, without Learning. 

We are here to crave Depths of our Life's Length, and not just to Dig the Depths Aimlessly. 

We are here to Learn the Subtle difference Between Our Fears and Desires, 

Their different Consequences, 

Their different Lessons. 

We are here to Understand that it's More than Just Okay if we Contract Amidst a 

Constant Expansion! 

We are here to Disappoint Others with Hideous Stories of The Lives We've Lived or 

maybe We Still are Living, because it's okay to be Stuck Onto The Wrong Things for a 

Longer While!

- Vanita Lalwani
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भारत आए मुंजो देश �ारो

भारत आए असांज े अ�खंजो तारो

िसंिधन कयोआ नालो रोशन

िहनसा आए  असांज े िदलजो नातो । 

िसंध पािक�ानमा ं िन�ी आया से

थोड़ी जमीन ज े लाए तस� रया से

भारत िडनोआ िसंिधन के आिशयानो 

भारत आए असांज े अ�खंजो तारो ।

माणुंन कयाएन देशजा टुकडा

पहंजी जमीन, पहंजो हक घुरंदा �ा रया

असा ं जाथ े रया स े खीर म � खंड थी घुिलिमिल �ासे

इया एकता, �ारजी िमठास स� े देश ख े िवराइ स े । 

िह� े िसंिधन कयीआ देशजी तर�ी

नालो कढ़्योआ खूबचंदानी, जेठमलानी एं आडवाणी

तालीम एं िव�ाजी अहिमयत समझी करे

स� े भारत म � असा ं �ूल एं कॉलेज खो�ासे। 

थोड़े व� म � कयाएन कम वड़ा असां

मेहनत कर�  िसंिधन पहंजी पहचान आ ठाई

�ापार धंध े म � असांजो मुकाबलो काने

िसंिधन के तवा ं समझो छाए?

भारतजी िम�ी सा रहंदास े जुडयल

अगम � भारतीय पो िसंधी आयुं

िस�ा, मेहनत, इमानदारी सा ं वधंदा स े अ�ां

स� े िव� म � िसंधी बोली एं सं�ृित फैलाइंदास े असा ं ।

देश �ेम 
                                      -- �ेता रहेजा



मंुबई तू िकतनी खूबसूरत है।

रात हो या िदन तू सदा जागी है।

िकतने �ा� तुने सहे है।

िकतने ख�े तेरे िदल मे पड़े है।

तेरी सड़के िकतनो का घर है,और आसमान िकतनो का चादर है।

तेरे िदल मे खड़ा गेटवे ऑफ इंिडया है।

तेरे हर िह�े को कने� करती मंुबई की लोकल ट� ेन है।

ट� ै िफक तेरा रोग बनगया है।

पो�ूशन का धंुआ तुझे खा रहा है।

तू िकतनी भी िबजी है,भारत की आरिथक राजधानी है।

तू ना जाती मे भेद भाव करती है।

ना अमीर ना गरीब मे अंतर करती है।

तेरे िलए हर इंसान एक इंसान है।

िकसको भूका सोने नही ंदेती है,एक मां जैसा �ार करती है।

मंुबई तु िकतनी खूबसूरत है, मंुबई तु िकतनी खूबसूरत है।

मंुबई तू िकतनी खूबसूरत है।।

-- Pranay Pardeshi 
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COVID-19 
- Neelam Jethmalani
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INDRADHANUSH
Neha Jhaveri 
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Time Traveller
- Neha Jhaveri
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Juvenile Justice 
- Harsha Wadhwani
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Lighting the c eremonial lamp

Comperes at the Inaugural function

Inaugural address by Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani with Mr. Kishu Mansukhani 
(Trustee & P    resident, HSNC Board) and Shri M. A. Sayeed 

(Acting Chairperson, Mah. S   tate Human Rights Commission)

   National Conference on Human Rights of Women: Contemporary Issues and Challenges
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Prin. Dr. Pradnya Prabhu felicitating Prof. Mrs. Roopa B. Shah 
(Former VC, S   NDT Womens University)

 Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Shri Kishu Mansukhani

 Shri Kishu Mansukhani 
(Trustee & President, HSNC Board)

 Prof. Mrs. Roopa B. Shah 
(Former VC, SNDT Womens University)

 Shri M. A. Sayeed (Acting Chairperson, 
Maharashtra State Human Rights C   ommission)

 Dr. Pradnya Prabhu (Principal, K. J. Somaiya College 
of Science & C    ommerce, Mumbai)

 Guests for the Inaugural function

   National Conference on Human Rights of Women: Contemporary Issues and Challenges
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Chairperson for Technical Session 1 : M rs. Chitra Trehan 
(Associate Professor & Head, D   eprtment of Economics, K. J. Somaya College of Science and Commerce)

Chairperson for Technical Session 2 :  Mr. T.M. Jethani 
(I/C Principal, K. G. Shah Law School, S   NDT Women’s University, Matunga

Chairperson for Technical Session 2 : Dr. Vinita Pimpale 
(Associate Professor, R   . A. Podar College of Commerce and Economics, Matunga

Technical Session 4: M rs Alka Patil 
(Assistant Professor, Department of Law, University of Mumbai)

Technical Session 3: M rs Deepali Patil 
(Assistant Professor, Department of Law, University of Mumbai)

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
   National Conference on Human Rights of Women: Contemporary Issues and Challenges
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Dr. Arvind Tiwari (Professor and Dean, School of Law, 
Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Deonar, Mumbai) - Chief Guest for Valedictory function

Best Presentation Awards – Student category :
Natasha Daswani (K. C. Law College, Mumbai)

   National Conference on Human Rights of Women: Contemporary Issues and Challenges
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WORKSHOP ON WILL WRITING

Lighting the ceremonial lamp Registration

Mr. Neville Mehta (CEO, Mumbai First) presenting an 
overview of the Workshop

Welcome address by Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani

Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Mr. Kedar Bhatt

Vice Principal Dr. Bindu VariathGuests and audience

Mr. Kedar Bhatt 
(Associate Director, Anand Rathi Wealth Services Ltd.)
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WORKSHOP ON WILL WRITING

Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani felicitating Adv. Siddharth Shah Adv. Siddharth Shah 
(Senior Panel Counsel, Govt. Of India, Bombay High C   ourt)

Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani and Mr. Neville Mehta felicitating Adv. Anil H   arish, 
Trustee & Immediate Past President, HSNC Board and Partner, D. M. H   arish & Co.

Adv. Anil Harish (Partner, D. M. Harish & Co.)
 

Dignitaries on the dias
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WORKSHOP ON WILL WRITING
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DIGITAL LITERACY FOR WOMEN
   In Collaboration with Maharashtra State Commission for Women
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WORKSHOPS 

NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY

Prin. Dinesh Panjwani, Secretary, H.S.N.C Board Delegates

SELF DEFENSE
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WORKSHOPS 

RIGHT TO VOTE

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT    
by Mr. Neville Mehta (CEO, Mumbai First)

by Dr. Anant Kalse (Former Principal Secretary, Maharashtra State L    egislature)
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LECTURE SERIES

Lecture by Dr Adish Aggarwala 
Senior Advocate Supreme Court of India 

and  President International Council of Jurists

Lecture on Importance of Legal Aid by 
Shri Yatin Game, Secretary, Mumbai Dist

Lecture on Importance of Legal Aid Workshop on Magic of Forgiveness _ Moment of Calm

Workshop on Magic of Forgiveness _ Moment of Calm Rapt Audience
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International Human Rights Day 

 Lighting the ceremonial lamp Dr. Ashok Yende, Former HOD, Department of law, University 
of M     umbai and Managing Partner, Yende Legal Associates

Ms. Purnima Joshi felicitating Dr Shrinaag Panchbhai Dr Shrinaag Panchbhai, Assistant Professor, Government 
Law College, Mumbai, addressing the gathering

Faculty with the Guests

Dr Kavita Lalchandani was felicitated by 
Shri M. A. Saiyed, Acting Chairperson SHRC

Faculty and students with the Principal and Shri M. A. Saiyed
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Inaugural address by Shri Ramchandra Apte, 
Senior Advocate, Bombay High Court

Mr. Kishu Mansukhani, Trustee & President, HSNC Board, 
delivering the P   residential Address

Posters By Students

CONSTITUTION WEEK

Reciting the Preamble of the Constitution of India



CONSTITUTION DAY
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CONSTITUTION WEEK

Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani Welcoming 
The Guests of Inaugural Function

Shri Dinesh Gobindram Tahiliani
 (Member, National Council for Promotion of Sindhi Language) 

addressing the gathering

Shri Yatin Game, Secretary, Mumbai District
 Legal Services Authority addressing the audience. 

Valedictory address by Mr. Rizwan Merchant,
 Advocate, Bombay High Court.

Audience
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MARATHI BHASHA DIWAS
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MATRI BHASHA DIWAS

Mr. Dhananjay Kumar (Professinal Film Writer, Activist, Blogger & Former Journalist)

Ms. Aishwarya  Rajesh (Actor, Model & Katahak Visharad)

 In Collaboration with National Council for Promotion of S  indhi Language(NCPSL)
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VISITS

Maharashtra State Legislature Marine Drive Police Station

Judicial Academy 

Jail Visit
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DEGREE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY

Prin. Dr. Kavita Lalchandani addressing the gathering Mr. Kishu Mansukhani, Trustee & President,
HSNC Board addressing the L   aw Graduates

Ceremony of Distribution of Degreee Certicates
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Sports Day 2020

Turn Coat 
Debate Copetition

Essay Writing 
Competition
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Bollywood Moot Court

Poster Competition

Open Mind Competition
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AD Shroff Elocution Competition

Judges for the Competition - Dr. Archana S. Padgaonkar 
(HOD, Dept. of B    usiness Law, K. J. Somaiya College of Science 

and Commerce) and Mrs. K   alpana Bhuse (Professor, SNDT 
Women's University Law School)

First prize – Ms. Akshita Kohli

Second Prize -Ms. Natasha Daswani Third Prize – Mr. Donovan Nazareth
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Foundation Day 2019

Farewell to Shridhar Nar

Sindhi Day

Teachers’ Day
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DLLE Training 

Save Water Rally

Street Play - Girgaon

Udaan Festival
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Freshers’ Moot Court

Chai Pe Charcha

International Yoga DayIndependence Day
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Participation & Achievements

Kaushik Raichura - Fourth Place Medal at 
Parle Mahotsav 2019

Kaushik Raichura - Runner Up (Second ) Medal ash Prize at 
NMIMS Kirit P. Mehta School of Law

Kaushik Raichura - Runner-up (Second) 
Trophy at Government Law College

Kaushik Raichura - Runner-up (Second) 
Trophy at Government Law College 

Moot Court Competition in Vidhi Kiran 2019-2020 
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Participation & Achievements

Moot Court Competition in Vidhi Kiran 2019-2020 (2)

Ms. Sumedha Kokate - Best Mooter Trophy at 
Smt. Kamlaben Gambhirchand Shah Law School, 

5th National Moot Court Competition (2)

Sindhi Dance Competition at BTTC

Ms. Sumedha Kokate - Best Mooter Trophy at 
Smt. Kamlaben Gambhirchand Shah Law School, 

5th National Moot Court Competition (1)

Natasha Daswani - Consolation Prize at the 16th Nani Palkhivala 
Memorial Elocution Contest for Law Students
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Freshers’ Day

Shero Shayari



TEACHING STAFF

NON-TEACHING STAFF

Ms. Aarushi Nagrani
Jr. Clerk

Mrs. Aruna Sable
Sr. Ckerk

Mr. Sitaram Sawant
Head Clerk

Mr. Anil Dusseja
Peon

Mr. Gulab Khanchandani
Office Superintendent

Mr. Naresh Walmiki
Sweeper

Mr. Rambhuval Verma
Peon

Mr. Shankar Patankar
Peon

Mr. Shridhar Nar
Peon

Ms. Sarita Samel
Asst. Professor

Dr. Kavita Lalchandani
Principal

Dr. Bindu Variath
Vice-Principal

Dr. Kiran Sharma
Asst. Professor

Ms. Purnima Joshi
Librarian

Dr. Aashish Borse
Asst. Professor

Ms. Sandhya Balkrishnan
Asst. Professor

Ms. Purba Ganguly
Asst. Professor

Seth Kishinchand Chellaram
1880 - 1951

Entrepreneur, Philanthropist and Sindhi Pathfinder

From Ignorance, lead me to truth;

From darkness, lead me to light,



K. C. Law College

K.C.Law veecee 

Annual 
Magazine 
2019-2020

 65 GLORIOUS YEARS 1955-2020

5th rank amongst 'Top Leading Law Schools of Super Excellence in India' by Competition Success Review, 2020

32nd rank at National level; 2nd rank in Colleges with Best Male-Female Student Ratio and 
3rd rank in Colleges with Lowest Course Fees by India Today, 2020

36th rank at National level and 6th rank in West Zone of India - The Week, 2020
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